HINTS
AND
TIPS

KEEPING WELL AND LOOKING AFTER YOURSELF

A QUICK LETTER TO
YOU
Hey,
We all know that sometimes life can be
difficult. Feeling low is never a nice way
to feel. So, we've decided as a group to
share things that help us feel better
when we're not feeling ourselves.
Each hint and tip has come from a
group member that has found it useful
when they aren't feeling themselves.
Our hints and tips, are now your hints
and tips. Try them out, share them with
others, It's up to you. We hope they
help you as much as they've helped us.

GOOD LUCK,

CPG
CAMHS Participation
Group

STOP!
Sometimes, we don't give ourselves time. Stop. Give
yourself a few minutes. A chance to think and to take
some deep breaths and breath. This can help you calm
down. Then, think about the things you like to do that
will help you feel better in this moment.

TALK. ABOUT WHAT THOUGH?
Good conversation can really help you feel better.
Whether it's talking about the thing thats upsetting you
or just having a catch up with a family member or friend
about anything and everything. Why not give a friend a
call or send them a text?

FANCY A FILM OR A SERIES.
A familiar film is great. Something to laugh or smile at.
You could watch it with a family member or friend. Or
what about that series you've been meaning to start or
the one you've wanted to finish? Give it a watch. Enjoy
it and relax. Maybe order a pizza too if you feel like it.

WE ALL LOVE A DOODLE
Creative or not, doodling is a great way to slow the
mind down and express yourself. Draw what comes to
mind, circles, stars are a favourite of many. A pen/pencil
and a piece of paper. Add some colour if you want, It's
yours. Doodle and De-stress.

CREATIVE WRITING IT IS
Another great way to get your emotions out. Writing down
how you feel through the use of poetry, song writing or
maybe writing a diary entry can offer you the opportunity
to relieve yourself of your feelings. Some of our best
creative pieces comes from how we feel. Creatively
express yourself, you can do it.

GARDENING, WHO KNEW?
Gifted gardner already or new to it, doesnt matter.
Getting out in the garden and tending to plants and
grass can benfit your mood a lot. Growing something
from seed can be a great way to get started. Nurture it
and watch it grow. There is gardener in all of us
somewhere. Just got to find them. Give it a go.

EYES ON THE EXERCISE
Staying active means moving more and sitting less. It's
excellent for boosting your mood. A walk, jog or maybe
some indoor exercise like yoga or star jumps. You can do
it with some one or on your own. Maybe you want to
challenge yourself or just enjoy it. Theres an exercise for
you. Look some up and get started. You got this.

AND FINALLY...

YOU GOT TO BELIEVE IN
YOURSELF
BELIEVE YOU CAN
AND YOU'RE
HALFWAY THERE
YOU GOT TO
BELIEVE IN
YOURSELF
NOTHING IS
IMPOSSIBLE. THE
WORD ITSELF SAYS
"I'M POSSIBLE!"
YOU ARE ENOUGH
JUST AS YOU ARE
ITS NOT EASY BUT
YOU CAN DO IT

